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This third decade of the 21st century is off
to a tumultuous start, for we IT professionals
as much as everyone else. The good news for
our profession is that more and more business
is becoming digital. That’s also the bad news.
Keeping IT systems running at high performance
levels with optimal security is not easy when
online shopping is becoming a primary way
people make their purchases, home is suddenly
the new office and ransomware attacks are rising
at alarming rates.
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While the world’s attention is elsewhere, we in
IT know that tech is in the midst of a serious
acceleration. Compute resources are exploding. AI
is accelerating. Markets, workplaces, supply chains,
and regulatory environments are evolving rapidly.
Our key stakeholders—from the C-Suite to end
customers—increasingly want more from us. We
must respond quickly to all this new demand, even
while protecting our systems, assets and data as if
our companies’ lives depended on them.
If you are an IT decision-maker, you and the teams
that support you need security you can trust, from
vendors you know well. You need strong partners
who will join you in the battle against increasingly
powerful and malevolent adversaries. Who will
help you plan for critical infrastructure security
over the next five years, not just the next quarter.
And who understand the crucial role hardware
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security can play in achieving the kind of resilience
your stakeholders expect.
This last part is more complex than you may
realize. Unless you are a hardware security guru,
chances are you are unaware of the frog leaps
hardware security has been taking lately. Leaps
such as: fast, enhanced encryption; run-time
detection of malware behavior; isolated “trusted
execution environments” at the virtualization
layer that can help improve both workload
protection and disaster recovery; sophisticated
new I/O security controls to help ensure that
your machines boot reliably and run more safely;
and a host of capabilities based on an opensource trusted computing standard that is being
pioneered by leading companies in the tech
industry, including Intel.
The above innovations can be found in Intel
hardware today. Nearly all them begin as
components of our “built for business” vPro
platform. This platform is deployed horizontally
throughout the IT industry, and utilizes security
models that help healthcare organizations meet
HIPAA requirements, financial services companies
manage money and manufacturers protect
intellectual property. The vPro platform addresses
the ever-changing security needs of the business
marketplace, and therefore always has our latest
security innovations.
An Intel® vPro Platform Letter from the Hardware Security Front
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Underlying all these innovations is a radically
new idea: that hardware security now must
not only evolve dynamically in the lab but
continue to improve even after it has been
shipped. Here at Intel, we continually assess our
security practices and collaborate with security
researchers to coordinate the disclosure of
vulnerabilities. These efforts directly address
the rapidly evolving threat environment—and
demonstrate the commitments we have made in
our Security First pledge. We also take great care
to assure our users that our firmware and other
updates work as seamlessly as possible with
existing applications and services. But because
we operate under the assumption that what was
safely protected yesterday could be successfully
attacked tomorrow, our commitment to more
dynamic hardware security is unflinching.

11 Bibliography

Hardware platform updates are just one part of
dynamic hardware security, the most obvious
part. Deep in the silicon, changes are occurring
that make trust itself more dynamic, at runtime.
The authentication and verification of trusted
components; the “trust handshakes” these
components execute; the constant monitoring
for unauthorized intrusions, anywhere and
everywhere—these and other security features
are constantly being reimagined and redesigned
at Intel labs.

and customers must collaborate more closely,
and together strengthen the security of our entire
digital ecosystem.
At Intel, this increased collaboration means a
new commitment to transparency in security
matters. It means building a culture that makes
security a top priority in our architectures and in
product support. It means working actively with
partners and customers to build new industry
standards and designing new roadmaps together
that can take us to a more secure IT future. If your
enterprise uses an Intel platform, it means we’ve
got your back.
This paper is part of that effort. In it, we hope to
reboot your understanding of where hardware
security is today and provide a vision for where
it’s headed tomorrow. We also, in the bibliography
at the end of this paper, suggest opportunities to
learn more about the ideas and capabilities we
discuss in the body of the paper. Our perspective,
admittedly, is Intel-centric, but many of the
innovations and models we discuss are being
applied throughout the hardware industry. That
said (full disclosure), we also make the case
that Intel hardware—especially the Intel® vPropowered laptops and desktops—is the right
choice for any organization seriously concerned
about the growing threats we all face.

Hardware platform
updates are just one
part of dynamic
hardware security.

Our adversaries are also continually raising the
security bar. To meet the existential threat they
represent, we, as an industry, must improve stateof-the-art security even faster. Vendors, partners
An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
Hardware Security Front
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If your job is in enterprise IT, you are well
aware that workforce changes such as
BYOD, work-from-home and massive device
interconnectivity are creating new endpoint
security challenges. You know that balancing
demands for security with ease of use and
optimal performance is never simple. You
understand that hardware security is important,
but may find it challenging to keep up on the
latest developments in hardware security—
especially crucial new capabilities that not only
seek to reduce hardware-layer vulnerabilities,
but also aim to harden the layers above it.
Hardware is less malleable than software,
harder to penetrate. It has unique abilities
to isolate compute processes and recognize
abnormal system behavior. It facilitates
verifiable trust relationships at a core level, up
and down the computing stack. Hardware, when
properly deployed, can enable exceptional
security. Not absolute security: no IT system

An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
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today can be completely secure. But the kind
of security that measurably increases trust and
assurance, and ultimately delivers exceptional
data protection and helps keep your systems up
and running.
Implementing strong hardware security across
a business enterprise has never been a job
for the faint of heart. Managing hardware
updates successfully throughout an enterprise
is a significant IT achievement. Cross-vendor
integration issues have often cropped up when
attempting to maximize hardware security. CPU
performance has sometimes declined when
deploying certain security features, notably
memory protection. Deploying advanced
hardware security, historically, has been hard.
But this is changing.

Hardware is less malleable than
software, harder to penetrate. It has
unique abilities to isolate compute
processes and recognize abnormal
system behavior.

At Intel, the job of making hardware security
more user-friendly starts in the lab. For over a
decade, a significant portion of Intel’s security
An Intel vPro® Platform Letter from the Hardware Security Front
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R&D investment has focused on addressing and
solving real-world issues within the enterprise—
issues ranging from performance/security
tradeoffs to hardware supply chain assurance.
Hardware-enhanced user authentication and
authorization has gotten stronger, and more
isolated and protected. Security-related
integrations among Intel partners are becoming
much easier, and end-customer deployments
more straightforward. We now build “Defense
in Depth” into all our security models, so that
overlapping security controls provide multiple
layers of control out of the box.
In our efforts to enable exceptional security,
we at Intel have one enormous competitive
advantage: we are the base of the world’s
largest business IT ecosystem. Our many
partners provide us with invaluable information,
and a clear motivation to keep our security
systems evolving quickly. Most of this work
does not grab headlines, even in tech media.
But if you use Intel hardware, this unglamorous
work is essential to help keep your entire
IT environment safe. Our largest corporate
customers—Microsoft, Amazon, Google, IBM,
Cisco—understand this. They value Intel
security and use it as a bedrock upon which
to build exceptional security into their data
centers. If your goal is to operate IT that is
resilient, well-protected and relatively seamless,
the Intel vPro platform can provide a major
competitive advantage for your systems as well.
Because it truly does make exceptional security
possible.

An Intel vPro® Platform Letter from the Hardware Security Front
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Hardware trust and assurance is not just
about what happens in the silicon; it’s also
about the human workforce that designs and
builds it. The quality of hardware security is
strongly influenced by human factors, including
company history and culture. Intel, famously,
has an engineering culture. And a history of
selling through partners. Consequently, even
though Intel has a long and rich security legacy,
our security story is not often told. But it should
be.

15,000 engineers. We know the challenges of
running business IT firsthand.

Intel engineers have been wrestling with
security challenges in earnest since building
ethernet access controls in the 1980s. They
pioneered the concept of trusted computing in
the mid- 1990s, and Intel has been an industry
leader in this field ever since. We are driven
by a Security First Pledge, which asserts our
commitment to keeping security a top priority.
We manage our own internal IT environment
with over 100,000 endpoints, and employ over

Intel’s story is one of IT security innovation and
industry leadership, but we make no claims of
absolute security. No hardware manufacturer can.
But we have been doubling down on security—
inside our products, and inside our ecosystem.
Today, we are confident our focus on security is
helping us provide better solutions and enhance
data protections and privacy for our customers.
But we are most excited about what it could mean
for cybersecurity tomorrow.

Intel engineers invented much of today’s
important hardware security. Root of trust
attestation anchored in silicon; the global
I/O standard now known as UEFI; critical
components of virtualization security...all
have come out of Intel labs. And try to find a
top security standards body without strong,
continuous Intel engagement and support.

Intel’s Security First Pledge:
“The security of our products is one of
our most important priorities. We strive
to design, manufacture and sell the
world’s most secure technology
products, and we are continuously
innovating and enhancing security
capabilities for our products.”
– Pat Gelsinger, Intel CEO

An Intel vPro® Platform Letter from the Hardware Security Front
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In a tech world overrun with unicorns, the
workhorse PC these days is often neglected.
Yet it remains an essential part of enterprise IT
and will play an even more important role in the
future. The decentralization of IT, and the fact
that business computing is moving outside the
office and factory into all walks of life, means
that endpoints—with new speed, mobility and
capacity—are becoming central to many new
business models. Increasingly, these endpoints
need to take their security with them. But a new
focus on security at the edge is only part of the
story. Perhaps even more important is the fact
that PC workstations of all kinds will soon play
an essential role in something Microsoft CEO
Satya Nadella calls “real world small AI.”
If you strip away all Skynet, killer robot folklore,
AI’s are simply a new and very clever class
of algorithms and learning methods. They
are great at inference— at making sense of
data. Multitudes of data types are now being

An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
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collected and stored in massive quantities,
ready to be fed to AIs in order to do valuable
work in all sorts of highly pragmatic ways. Of all
tech acceleration trends, none has been more
dramatic than the recent exponential growth in
AI. Most of the acceleration in AI has taken place
at a huge scale: AI systems used by social media
being the prime example. Such AI applications
require massive compute and data resources.
But there is much that AI inference can do on
smaller scales as well—especially when located
in next-gen PCs.

Endpoint security is likely
to become even more
imporant, and more
potent, in the near-term
future.

Small AI is intelligent equipment repair
assistance on utility linemen laptops; precision
agriculture driven by sensor data collection;
automated human-machine collaboration in
manufacturing; personal health monitoring;
intelligent remote education systems. It is AI
located and processed at the endpoint, and if
recent trends are any indication, “small AI” is
going to be huge.
An Intel vPro® Platform Letter from the Hardware Security Front
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Fortunately, the small AI revolution will drive
endpoint security forward as well. As a result,
endpoints will become more secure than ever
before.

more potent, in the near-term future. Higher
standards for endpoint security means that
hardware plays an ever-increasing role in
security overall. If you are an IT professional,
understanding how hardware security works,
and how it can enable security of your own
design, will become an essential part of your job.
Trends such as rapidly evolving threats, workfrom-home (or anywhere), heterogeneous
computing, and small AI constitute some of the
key the whys of dynamic new endpoint security.
We move now to the how.

Consider network authentication/authorization.
Imagine if your fellow workers’ PCs could, with
rigorous personal privacy protection, collect
data about proper usage behavior (voice,
images, keystroke patters, biometrics, general
behavior, etc.) that would make spoofing your
colleagues identities all but impossible. If
you could provide continuous online auth in
a way that eliminates logon routines for user
authentication. (Does anyone log off anymore?)
This kind of super authentication becomes
possible using small, localized AI.
Small AI could also be used to automate
security controls that reduce human error, such
as reckless phishing clicks. Security updating
would be automated, as perhaps would fail-over
disaster recovery actions if a cyberattack ever
were successful.
The main point here is that endpoint security
is likely to become even more important, and
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With the above as preamble, we now go down
the dynamic hardware security rabbit hole
to explore certain key technical elements of
the Intel vPro security architecture. Together,
these capabilities are known as Intel® Hardware
Shield. In our journey, we will be attempting
to answer questions you, as an IT pro, might
well have. Questions such as: What are the new
best practices for work-from-home endpoint
security? How can we better leverage existing
hardware security controls for both assurance
and compliance? How can we build a future
IT infrastructure roadmap that is hardwaresecurity savvy? How do we plan for an AIinfused hardware security future—and why is
it so important that we do? If you are asking
yourself these and other hardware-securityrelated questions, perhaps we at Intel can help.

Hardware is the bedrock of any security
solution, and Intel is uniquely positioned
in the industry to create and deliver truly
innovative hardware-based security
technologies.

First, we need to establish some basic goals.
Some guidelines for our journey.
An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
Hardware Security Front
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1. Deploy a Solid Chain of Trust
In computer science, trust means predictability. Trusted systems behave as
expected, as predicted. IT systems need a reliable and trustworthy anchor
for all security operations, and Intel hardware helps provide this anchor
in the form of a hardened root of trust, embedded in silicon. This root
of trust is crucial in all modern security models, as are the various trust
relationships it enables. We call the latest Intel iteration of trust rooted
in silicon Intel PTT. Intel PTT, among other things, is a credential storage
and key management vault that works seamlessly with Windows OS. More
important, it is a cornerstone of vPro platform security in general.
(See Figure 1)
2. Grow Ecosystem Security
Now more than ever, no IT system is an island. Security must be
installed and managed using many moving parts from many different
vendors. Often the greatest vulnerabilities arise in the seams of partner
connections. Standards that help partners fit together securely are
vital. Capabilities that address common regulatory compliance and
insurance requirements across applications are equally important. If your
responsibilities include the design forward-looking security plans, be sure
your plans stay in sync with ever-evolving industry security standards.
3. Leverage Hardware Acceleration
When advanced hardware security capabilities are successfully
deployed, IT systems not only become more resilient, they get faster.
The latest hardware platforms combined with the best security practices
can accelerate encryption processing, memory scanning, malware
identification and many other everyday security operations’ tasks.

An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
Hardware Security Front
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Hardware security experts have identified
three fundamental objectives every enterprise
concerned about cybersecurity in today’s
environment should adopt. Think of these as
baseline recommendations for achieving
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Not all the security news at Intel involves
silicon. We are making exciting progress in the
world of hardware-based virtualization as well.
The notion of creating levels of abstraction so
that compute resources can be partitioned is
not new. It dates back to the time-sharing of
mainframe computers in the 1960s. Virtual
machines (VMs) have been used on PCs for
years, most notably by software developers. But
only recently have they started being used on
PCs to provide new security controls. Yet their
potential to substantially increase endpoint
security has already become clear.
From a business IT perspective, there are two
big ideas here: one about VM’s ability to provide
a new level of isolation and protection for data
and resources; the other about how valuable
they can be in disaster recovery.

An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
Hardware Security Front

VMs add security value by isolating data and
compute resources. Malware viruses, not
unlike their biological namesakes, thrive in
environments where they can easily spread. A
VM is a special compute environment created
to operate in its own world, free from most
ordinary computing connections. Including,
even, hardware architectures, memory,
operating systems, hypervisors and drivers.
VMs operate at a level of abstraction that
cuts the ties to other system elements that
could become infected. VMs are the compute
equivalent of social distancing.

App & Data Protections

Hardened Virtualization
Process Isolation in Trusted
Execution Environments

Hardware-enabled
Security

Multi-level Security

While direct connections with hardware are
severed, the role of hardware in the operation
of a VM is still crucial. Running multiple VMs on
a single machine requires significant hardware
resources—and special forms of CPU and
platform optimization. Encryption performance
and chain of trust integrity also play a big role.
Making hardware improvements that enhance
An Intel vPro® Platform Letter from the Hardware Security Front
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security through virtualization has been a key
focus for Intel of late. So much so that many of
the IT leaders we speak with are quite surprised
to learn how much virtualization platforms
like vPro can support, and how much such
virtualization aids in overall security.
From a security perspective, the benefits of
this isolation can be powerful. When VMs are
strongly protected, the result is what’s known as
a trusted execution environment, or TEE. Each
TEE becomes its own highly secure workspace,
operating safely on its own island.
The vPro platform has a number of
features that enable and enhance the
use of virtualization for security, Intel®
Virtualization Technology (Intel® VT-x) being
the most important. A second major benefit of
virtualization in security is that process isolation
using VMs can aid greatly in disaster recovery.
If one (properly installed and maintained) TEE
is penetrated and compromised, you can shut
it down without starting a domino chain that
could take down your whole system.
From an Intel security perspective, VMs linked
to hardware security is exciting new tech, and
we are all over it.

An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
Hardware Security Front
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PC operating systems—the large, powerful
software programs that manage the hardware and
resident applications of personal computers—are
now highly secure. That wasn’t always the case.
But security suddenly became an OS priority in
January 2002, when Bill Gates published his famous
Trustworthy Computing memo. In this memo
Gates said, essentially, that security was job one for
Microsoft, and for the entire computing industry.
Both listened.

our engineers have been developing unique ways to
increase protection of this crucial process ever since.

Today, the Windows 10 OS is exceptionally resistant
to attack. As are, for the most part, the hardware
platforms it runs on. Separately, neither is an easy
target. But for a few seconds upon launch of each
new session, the hardware and software must
connect and exchange credentials. Firmware for
years known as the BIOS, for Basic Input Output
System, was embedded in silicon in order to handle
this connection. Today, this firmware operates on
an industry standard known, and is known as UEFI.
Intel invented this standard (then known as EFI), and

Rootkit attacks against the I/O process are hard to
prevent because they execute before the operating
system and other security software loads. Intel
Platform Protection Technology with BOOT Guard
(and other “Guards”) offers hardware-assisted
authentication and protection against resident
malware attacks in a number of unique ways. Intel’s
proprietary BIOS Guard hardens the storage of UEFI
firmware in hardware, using Platform Flash Armoring
Technology. It also moves UEFI authentication
and write protection directly onto the CPU, where

When an Intel vPro platform PC powers up, UEFI
firmware probes the machine’s hardware, counts
how much RAM is installed, does a quick system
health check and if everything checks out properly,
starts the process of loading the operating system.
The goal is to get the OS running properly and
behaving in ways you expect.

it can leverage CPU Authenticated Code. Our “below the
OS” security also reduces the risk of persistent flash-based
attacks, including denial of service.
Intel has been protecting the hardware/OS connection longer,
and more rigorously, than any other hardware company. This
tech is not flashy within IT, but it can be invaluable if you want
your machines to boot properly and run predictably.

Below-the-OS security
Chain of Trust
Hardened OS
Bootstrap Protection

Hardware-enabled
Security
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One of the most powerful means of achieving
exceptional IT security is to leverage hardwarebased threat detection. The basic idea: identify
malware not just by its software signature—i.e.,
what the code looks like—but by how it
behaves on a hardware platform.
Intel® Threat Detection Technology (Intel® TDT)
is an exclusive set of capabilities found only in
Intel hardware. Working together with software
applications from Intel partners, notably
Microsoft’s Windows Defender ATP, Intel TDT
makes it possible to flag attacking malware
at runtime, in ways that make disguising
ransomware and other key types of attacks
extremely difficult.
In hardware, various “events” are triggered when
an action is executed in the system. This action
can be user-generated, such as with keystrokes
and mouse clicks, or system-generated, such as
in program loading or memory management.

An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
Hardware Security Front

Intel TDT utilizes the latter, through system
telemetry and machine learning heuristics, to
detect malware behavior a runtime. Each system
hardware action triggers four or five distinct
hardware events, out of an approximately 500
that are possible. These events form a unique
pattern, and fire in a unique sequence. When a
legitimate software application creates such a
pattern/ sequence in the hardware, Intel TDT will
recognize it as the behavior of authorized code.
When unauthorized code executes, Intel TDT
recognizes the behavior of malicious malware.
Intel TDT initiates no endpoint remediation but
does enable real-time alerting to let our partners
know a problem has been identified.
This ability to recognize malware deep in the
hardware by its behavior alone can be extremely
valuable, especially in the case of exploits
that are hard to detect at the software layer.
Including some really bad stuff, like ransomware,
cryptojacking, and dynamic malware such as

polymorphic classes and file-less scripts. This
identification is possible because of Intel’s
unique CPU telemetry, worldwide monitoring of
the threat environment, thermal heat monitoring,
and machine learning. The latter is used both
to train the algorithms in Intel TDT during
development, and to provide inference from
monitoring runtime CPU events.

Threat Detection
Hardware-Level Malware Detection
Ransomware & Cryptojacking
Defense
Ongoing Machine Learning
& Inference

Hardware-enabled
Security
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Further Learning
It pains us to say this, but we’ve merely scratched the surface of what’s
important in hardware security today. We haven’t covered Intel® Total
Memory Encryption (Intel® TME), an Intel capability that encrypts a
computer’s entire memory with a single transient key. We didn’t mention
firmware restart/recovery, the SPIRAL standard, runtime BIOS resilience,
the Intel System Security Report or many other security innovations in
Intel’s vPro platform. But if you share our belief that dynamic hardware
security plays a crucial role in our common IT future, perhaps you’d like to
learn more. To that end, we have curated a Bibliography of current hardware
security information, below. These links provide detailed information on all
the main topics of this paper—and include some great videos!
An Intel ® vPro Letter From the
Hardware Security Front
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Summary
In the current business environment, the role of IT leader and the
security experts that support them is not for the faint of heart. Systems
are becoming more heterogeneous and complex. Data stores—and the
requirements for managing them—are growing. AI is rising, bringing its
own unique set of challenges. Exponential tech acceleration is becoming
a fact of life, both for us in IT and for our cyber adversaries. And what’s
happening in the world outside of IT is not making our jobs easier.
In this context, hardware security can help—probably more than you
think. The rapid growth in compute, storage and networking, and a quiet
revolution in architecture and security models, have combined to give IT
leaders new options, at a time when such options are sorely needed. It
has been our purpose in this paper to introduce you—at a high level—to
a number of the new options. And to advocate that we as an industry
begin using them to prevail over our cyber adversaries.
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Intel® Hardware Shield, available
exclusively on the Intel vPro®
platform, provides the world’s
most comprehensive hardwarebased security for business.
As delivered by 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® mobile processors.
In thin & light Windows-based devices, based on unique features and testing by
IOActive (commissioned by Intel; as of December 2020) comparing Intel® Hardware
Shield security capabilities with corresponding technologies in an AMD Ryzen Pro
4750U-based system. Visit www.intel.com/11thgenvpro for details. Results may vary.
Notices & Disclaimers
Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.
Your costs and results may vary.
No product or component can be absolutely secure.
Intel does not control or audit third-party data. You should consult other sources to
evaluate accuracy.
© Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of
Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Other names and brands may be claimed as the
property of others.
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